
The Monster 
 
PAGE ONE (four panels)  

 
INSERT PANEL ONE 
Outside of a large colonial home - circa 1700’s America. The estate looks like it’d been 

well maintained for years but had recently come into disrepair. There’s a road leading to the 
manor - a stagecoach, drawn by two black stallions, barrels down the road toward the vampire’s 
manor. The windows of the manor are dark.  
 

INSERT PANEL TWO 
The vampire hunter jumps down from the stagecoach. Close up of his boots hitting the 

ground. 
 

INSERT PANEL THREE 
Inside the building. A pair of orphan children scurry down a hall and around a corner, 

shooed by the mistress of the home - our vampire. The children’s feet are protected from the 
hardwood flooring by thick socks. The vampire wears heeled ankle boots under a skirt that 
sways just above them. Close up of their feet moving down the hall and around the corner. 
 

INSERT PANEL FOUR 
Inside the building, looking out. The hunter kicks in the front door. The wood at the door 

lock splinters from the assault.  
HUNTER: You’re not getting away from me this time! 
SFX: (door) crackkk 
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PAGE TWO (five panels)  
 

INSERT PANEL ONE 
Splash. The vampire and hunter come face to face. He’s a grisled man - a large crucifix 

hanging from his neck. She’s a woman of noble breeding and dressed as such. She’s snarling, 
fangs extended threateningly.  

VAMPIRE: Leave this place! 
 

INSERT PANEL TWO 
The hunter draws a long knife from his belt.  
HUNTER: You first. 

 
INSERT PANEL THREE 
The hunter throws the knife at the vampire.  
HUNTER: Be gone, demon! 

 
INSERT PANEL FOUR 
The vampire moves to dodge the knife just as the hunter shoulders his crossbow and 

takes aim. The vampire’s dodge, put her right where the hunter wanted her.  
 

INSERT PANEL FIVE 
Close up of the hunter’s finger on the trigger of the crossbow. 
SFX: (crossbow) cah-clllick 

  



PAGE THREE (three panels) 
 
INSERT PANEL ONE 
Perspective of the hunter, looking down at the vampire. She’s on her back, on the floor. 

One hand braces against the floor, holding her up some, while the other clutches her chest 
where a crossbow bolt has hit.  

VAMPIRE:  
 

INSERT PANEL TWO 
Vampire turning to ash. In profile. Vampire looking up at the hunter. 
VAMPIRE: Who... will care for them when... I am gone? 
HUNTER: Silence, monster! 

 
INSERT PANEL THREE 
The hunter moves closer to the vampire. The crossbow is at his side - showing, clearly, 

that the vampire is no longer a threat to him. 
HUNTER: You and your kind has been nothing but a pox on this town. 
HUNTER: Your demise is my gift to the world. 

  



PAGE FOUR (four panels) 
 

INSERT PANEL ONE 
The vampire has decayed almost completely into dust - leaving behind an ancient 

skeleton. The hunter leans over the vampire’s remains, recovering the bolt he’d shot before. He 
looks over his shoulder, looking in the direction of the hallway where the orphans had run 
previously.  

CAPTION: Who will protect you when you become the monster?  
 

INSERT PANEL TWO 
Shot over the shoulders of the orphans. They look at the hunter as the hunter looks over 

in their direction.  
SFX: (orphans) gasp! 

 
INSERT PANEL THREE 
Orphans run away. 
ORPHAN: Run! It saw us! 

 
INSERT PANEL FOUR 
Shot from above. Hunter stands over the dusty remains of the vampire. 
CAPTION: You will become the monster. 

 
END 






